DRAFT AGENDA
Round table EU-Latin America Progressive Dialogue
June 6th 2018 Room ASP 3H1 from 9h30 to 12h00

9:30-10:30 The labor and democratic regression in Latin America: focus on Brazil, Mexico and Argentina

Moderator: MEP Ramon JÁUREGUI ATONDO, Chair of the Delegation to the Euro-Latin American Parliamentary Assembly
- Andrés LARISGOITIA, CTA-Argentina
- Julio TURRA, CUT Brazil
- Amelia GARCIA MEDINA, Secretary of Labor and Employment promotion of Mexico City
- Discussion

10:30-10:45 Coffee Break

10:45-11:45 EULAT relations, policy and tools to enhance human and labor rights

Moderator: MEP Enrique GUERRERO SALOM, Chair of the Global Progressive Forum
- Chiara DONADONI, Programme Officer Latin America 11.11.11
- Gérard KARLSHAUSEN, Concord Advisor EU-Lat relations
- Discussion

Closing Remarks S&D Vice-Chair and FEPS President MEP Maria Joao RODRIGUES

Interpretations: EN ES PT